Abstract: Topological photonic systems offer light transport that is robust against defects and disorder, promising a new generation of chip-scale photonic devices and facilitating energyefficient on-chip information routing and processing. However, present quasi one-dimensional designs, such as the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) and Rice-Mele (RM) models, support only a limited number of nontrivial phases due to restrictions on dispersion band engineering. Here, we experimentally demonstrate a flexible topological photonic lattice on a silicon photonic platform that realizes multiple topologically nontrivial dispersion bands. By suitably setting the couplings between the one-dimensional waveguides, different lattices can exhibit the transition between multiple different topological phases and allow the independent realization of the corresponding edge states. Heterodyne measurements clearly reveal the ultrafast transport dynamics of the edge states in different phases at a femto-second scale, validating the designed topological features. Our study equips topological models with enriched edge dynamics and considerably expands the scope to engineer unique topological features into photonic, acoustic and atomic systems.
The mathematical field of topology, which deals with quantities that preserve their values during continuous deformation, has firmly emerged as a new paradigm for describing new phases of matter since its first applications to condensed matter systems over three decades ago. [1] [2] [3] Due to the mathematical equivalence between the paraxial wave equation describing the propagation of light and the Schrödinger equation for the time-evolution of electrons [4] , topological concepts seamlessly transfer into the realm of optics and photonics. [5] This realization has inspired a range of versatile topological photonic platforms based on optical resonator arrays, [6] [7] [8] waveguide array lattices, [5, 9, 10] photonic crystals, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and optical quasicrystals. [18, 19] Novel topological features such as symmetry-protected interface states promise a new generation of robust, defect-tolerant and scattering-free photonic circuits [20, 21] with direction-dependent beam dynamics. More recently, a variety of topological lasers have been developed in both one-dimensional (1D) [22] [23] [24] and two-dimensional (2D) configurations [25, 26] , which provide robust and highly efficient laser actions.
To date, the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) Hamiltonian [27] serves as an archetypical model for describing topological physics and designing practical structures, especially in one dimension. However, the topological features of most conventional models are limited to only two dispersion bands, thereby permitting only a limited range of topological numbers characterizing the bands and gaps and consequently restricting the accessible nontrivial phases.
Much can be gained from richer models with a larger range of nontrivial phases that can be manipulated systematically to realize the formation of independent topological states. While novel topological phases have been observed with time-periodic driving systems, [5] such systems require unique three-dimensional fabrication techniques that are challenging to be applied for on-chip integrated photonics. Here, we successfully demonstrate the formation of topological edge states associated with multiple bandgaps in a discrete photonic lattice based on standard silicon fabrication techniques. Our system consists of a versatile waveguide array requiring only a small number of fundamental components, and is guided by the concept of generating topological effects through strategic rearrangements that break some crystal symmetries. [28] By varying the design parameters of the waveguides from one photonic lattice to another, we observe a topological phase transition from a regime with a single edge state to a regime with two such states at the same edge. These phases are experimentally distinguished by their different localization and diffraction patterns, and further confirmed by their ultrafast transport dynamics at the femtosecond scale. The coexistence of multiple states at a single edge results in intriguing edge dynamics which allows it to be validated by a characteristic spatial beating effect. Based on the powerful universality of topological concepts, these findings can be directly transferred to a wide range of platforms, such as quantum-optical, acoustic, polaritonic and atomic systems.
The conceptual basis of our investigation starts with a two legged ladder system with two sites per unit cell as shown in the top panel of Figure 1(a) . While such a system possesses two dispersion bands with only a single band gap in between, the associated topological features can be further enriched by taking a nontrivial square root [28] of the orignal system to expand the two dispersion bands into four. This transforms the two bands into four bands arranged symmetrically at positive and negative energies, which become associated with a symmetryreduced tight-binding system with four sites per unit cell. The latter can be represented as a linear bowtie chain with nearest-neighbor couplings, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1a .
This bowtie structure can be interpreted as a variant of the ubiquitous SSH [27] and Rice-Mele (RM) [29] models. To experimentally probe the topological features of the proposed structure, we investigate a photonic implementation based on an array of coupled waveguides where each waveguide represents a site in the bowtie chain, fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform as illustrated in Figure 1(b) .
In our waveguide photonic lattice system, the intentially designed weak coupling coefficients between neighboring waveguides result in a discrete diffraction length of tens of μm (i.e. the length needed for light to couple completely from one waveguide to its adjacent waveguide), which is much larger than the operation wavelength of approximately 1550 nm.
As a result, the paraxial approximation is valid here. [30] Together with the absence of reflection in the propagation direction and orthogonality of all waveguide modes, the Hamiltonian formalism can be safely applied to our system. In anticipation of our experimental results we use notations from the coupled-mode theory, where the propagation constants of the waveguides are denoted by , precisely controlled by designing the dimensions of the cross section of the waveguides, and the coupling of adjacent waveguides is denoted by coefficients , effectively tuned by the distances between the adjacent waveguides. Each waveguide supports only a single fundamental quasi-TM mode. The loss of the Si waveguides is negligible at the operation wavelength compared to the site energy and coupling strength, so that we can safely assume the propagation constants to be real. The lattice structure can then be viewed as a collection of coupled dimers, where ̃ and indicate the coupling between two sites inside the same dimer, and the coupling between the edge elements of two different neighboring dimers, respectively. The dimers are arranged in an alternating fashion in two orientations that we denote as R and L (Figure 1(a) ). The lattice chain is designed to be ( ) , with ( ) for the unit cell. The dynamics of the bowtie chain is then described by the evolution equations
where is the propagation distance along the waveguides and the vectors ⃗ correspond to the field amplitudes of the four waveguides (sites) within the th unit cell. The coupling of two sites in each dimer is described by the intra-cell matrix H and the adjacent dimers are connected by the inter-cell matrix T. The nonvanishing elements of the intra-unit cell matrix are given A straightforward way to demonstrate the topological features is to excite the system at its edge.
In our photonic lattice design, the initial state is set up as the mode of the outmost waveguide (the right edge of the 1D waveguide lattice) where its propagation constant is fixed. By coupling light to one edge of the topological photonic lattice, all existing edge states at that edge will be excited because of the large overlap with the input state. We aim to identify the different topological phases through the discrete diffraction, localization and interference signatures of light transport. This is greatly facilitated when the light transport dynamics becomes directly visualized over the whole propagation distance, revealing the evolution of the transverse light distribution for a propagation distance z. To measure the light transport in the far field, we intentionally introduced periodic hole patterns on top of the waveguide lattice, satisfying a phase matching condition to coincide with the effective wavelength of the guided mode propagating inside of the waveguides and to efficiently couple a small proportion of the light into the upward direction, as illustrated in Figure 2(a) . For the experiments, we fabricated three different samples of the photonic lattice with controlled physical parameters corresponding to different configurations I, II and III as defined in Table 2 . On an SOI platform, the samples were patterned using electron beam lithography, followed by reactive ion etching to form the bandgaps remain unchanged, the system now support two edge states located in different bandgaps, and the distinct propagation constants of these two states leads to interference beating along the launch waveguide (Figure 3(c) ). Since the reopened central bandgap is not as wide as that in configuration I, the corresponding edge state resides close to the band edge, such that there also exists pronounced diffraction into the bulk.
In the experiment some small intensity fluctuations are also observed in configurations I and II (but much smaller if compared with case III). This is due to the small overlaps between the input state and the extended bulk states ( Figure. Config.I Z 1 = 0
Config.II Z 1 = 0 
